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BEFORE THE PUBLIC O'l'ILI'l'lES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application ) 
of SI~PACIFIC POWER COMPANY ) 
for author:!. ty te> implement its ) 
Energy Cost Adjustment Clause ) 
(ECAC). ) 

---------------------------------) 

Appli,cation 61119 
(Filed December S~ 198:1:
amended February 22',. 19'82) ". 

James D. Salo, for Sierra Pacific Power Company, 
applicant. 

Freda bb't:?ott,. Attorney at Law, for the Commission 
staff. 

I. SWnmaty 

By this decision Sierra Pacific Power Company (Sierra) 
is authorized to make cbanges in its EXlerqy Cost Adj.ustment 
Clause (ECAC) rate and Annual Energy Rate (AER). The net effect 
of these changes is to reduce rates by $1.87 million annually. 

Additionally, the applicant, Sierra, is encouraged to
viQorously pursue alternatives to burning oil if and when less 
expensive natural qas is available. 

The authorized .AER qives an economic incentive to Sierra 
to pursue its least cost fuel procurement 'strategy since it is 

based on a forecasted enerqy mix that includes economy power and 

the historic natural qas burn. 
II. Background 

onder the ECAC procedures prescribed in Decision {D.)92426 
Sierra may request ECAC billing factor changes three times a year, 
based on reVision dates of February l~ June 1 .. and October 1. 
The reasonableness of fuel related expenses, including Sierra·s 
enerqy mix, is examined in depth once each year. For Sierra the 
reasonableness review is aSSOCiated with the February 1 reviSion date. 
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00 December 8, 1981 Sierra filed Application (A.) 61119 
for tbe annual reasonableness review period of October 1980 
throuqb September 1981 and tbe four-month ECAC forecast period> of 
February-May 1982. The filinq did not include Sierra's report on 
the reasonableness of its fuel and purchased power transactions but 
noted that the report would be available on or about December 18:, 
1981. 

On January IS, 1982 Sierra submitted its reasonableness 
report as well as revised exhibits and testimony for A.611l9". on 

"February 22,. 1982 Sierra amended the application. Altbou<;Jh the 
amendment was not properly filed five days before bearin<;J, as 
required by Rule 8, staff did not object to tbe amendment~ and 
the administrative law judge permitted the amendment to be filed. 

At bearing, Sierra discovered an error in its calculations 
and requested permiSSion to- further revise its application through 
a late-filed exhibit. That exhibit as well as a staff exhibit with 
the correspondin<;J revisions to its tables were mailed on 
Februa:z:y 26,. 1982. 

Because of this series of revisions,. amendments, and 
errors, tbe relief sought by Sierra changed as follows: 

Relief SOught 
~ 

Fuel and Pur- Balancing 
~ eh~se~ P~we~ R~te B~'t'e 

(mi11s/k'Wh) 
:I2·t'~1 

Existing rates 3-9.35- 1.76 41.11 
12/8/81 
(A.611l9 filed) 38.27 3 .. 09 41.36 

1/15/82 
(Revision) 35.94 1.00 36,.94 

2/22/82-
(Amendment) 37.92 1.00 38 .. 92 
2/26/82> 
(Late-filed exhibit) 39 .. 87 -1.00 40.8:7 

~ 

1.31 

1 .. 3-1 

1.17 

1.25 

1.ZS. 
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• Staff recommends adoption of a 38:.30 mills/kWh (m/kWh) 

fuel and purchased power rate, a 1.00 m/kWh balanc1nq rate; and a 

1.22 m/kWh AER. 
Two days of hearinq before Administrative Law Judge 

R. WU were beld on. Feonlary 22 and 23,. 1982. Tbe matter was sub
mitted subject to the receipt of briefs due March 9 ... 1982. 

III. Issues 
This proc:eedinq raises the following issue!.: 
1. Were Sierra's fuel and purchased power 

transaetions for the period october 1980 
throuqh September 1981 reasonable and 
prudent? 

2. What is the appropriate enerqy mix: for 
developinq ECAC and AER rates for the 
forecast period? 

IV. Discussion 
A. Reason§bleness of Fuel ana Purehasea Power Costl 

In Sierra's last annual reasonableness review, A.60246, 

• we directed Sierra and other parties to "'clearly and fully set 
forth the analysis and considerations leadinq to their conclusions 
about reasonableness." We also stated that: "We will be particularly 
interested in an analysiS of Sierra's oil purchases and inventories 

• 

as compared to natural gas purchases and availability. II· (P •. 93374,. 

p. 5.) Thus; Sierra was put on notice that we expected a clear 
and comprehensive showinq on the reasonableness of its fuel oil 
and natural gas procurement strateqy at the next annual review. 

Instead; Sierra filed its reasonableness report 41 days 
after the application was filed. The staff auditor testified' that 
the lateness of Sierra'S report precluded a thorough review of 
the utility I s records and operations. The staff enqineer found 
that the report lacked detailed information and conflicted witb 
prior utility responses to data requests. :FUrthermore,. Sierra's. 
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wi~ness, Wilbur Montgomery, revised sisnificant portions of the 
report du:ing heOlrin'~ and thereby attempted to discredi'l: staff 
analysis based upon the report. Apparently, even Sierra re~lized 
there were substantial g~ps and inconsistencies in its pres~ntation 
Olnc tried to shore up its reasonableness report with lengthy redirect. 
,(See Transcript, pp. 47-95 .. ) 

As the applicant in this proceeding, Sierra bears the 
burden of proof and must submit a complete and persuasive' showing 
to t'he Commission. Und~niably, Sierrol'z prepared showin(j .;tnd 

testimony at hearing were lacking. Its spotty presentation hampered, 

staff review of the application, delayed the processing of the appli
cation beyond the revision date, and leaves the Commission without 
the clear and full analysis asked for in D.93374. .. 

, As a-result of the- incomplete record developed by Sierra 

somciss~cs arc divided against it simply because it has not met 
-rts burden of·' proof. 

The mai~ controversy between Sierra and the staff concerned 
Sierra's t~ke-or-pay contract with the Western RefininQ Co .. (wesrcco.)
to purchase 60,000 barrels of low.:..sulfur fuel oil <lsfo). each month.Y 

11 Witness Montgomery revised the report's totals of energy output 
ge:lerated by oil and natural gas in the review period., changed 
the report's record of requests to Wesreco to sell oil, and 
ac.justed the boiler efficiency differential between natural 
gas and oil. (Transcript, pp_ 4-5, 36-39,. 99-100.) 

11 Sierra has a five-year take-or-pay contract with Wesreco 
which terminates- in May 1984. Sierra has an option under 
the contract to request Wesreco to. seck other purchasers 
of the ls£o which otherwise would be delivered to Sierra. 
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The issue focuses on whether Sierra could have burned less oil 
durin; the record period when average gas prices were lower 
than average oil prices. Under the Wcsreco contract Sierra 
had contracted for· 720.000 barrels of 15fo during the record period. 
O£ this amount,. Sierra rec!'lolestcd that 570,000 barrels be sold to 
-others-because its sto::agc ~apa~i ty was already full. Wesreco was 

able to sell 413,812 barrels,. and delivered the rest to Sierra 
pursuant t.othe contract. Staff questions why Sierra did not 
request that the entire contracted-for amount be sold to 
ot'hers when cheaper natural 9\lS was aVi;l.ilable. 

Sierra asserts that the Wesrcco contract provided a 
reliable source of 1$£0 during the record period which was 
necessary because of Sierra's limited oil storage capacity. 
T'he staff contends that Sierra should have renegotiated the 
Wesreco contract since cheaper natural gas was available to 
Sierra throughout t.he record period. The cost of using gas. during 
the record period was less than the cost of the residual oil mix 
Sierra bu:ns even though natural cras does not have the same tur-
bine combustion efficiency that Sierra obtains from burning oil. 
Nonetheless, Sierra continued to burn oil because Wesreco occasionally 
was unable to sell the oil to third par'cies. and Sierra lacked 
sufficient storage capacity to· hold the oil. Sierra never attempted 
to renegotiate the Wcsrcco contract or to sell or exchange oil by 
itself. 

The staff maintains that Sierra should have renegotiated 
the Wesreco contract to reduce the monthly take or to include an 
underlift prOviSion. Alternatively. the s·taff contends Sierra 
could have tried to sell or exchange the l5fo itself rather tha,n 
relying solely upon Wesreeo to sell the oil. 

However, the staff also determined that if S,ierra had 
burned natural gas rather than oil during the .record period, 
the potential savings would have been offset by the cost of eisposing 
of the excess oil. (the staff assumed a disposal cost to Sierra of 
$3 .. 14 a barrel.) Thus,. while the staff cri ticizc-s Sierra" s 
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pr6curemont strategy, it docs not recommend .:lny dollo.r adjustment 

to thebal~ncing account. 
We agree wi~h our st~ff th~t Sierra has not undertaken 

¥:hat appear to be reasonable steps to reduce its oil obligations 
when cheaper fuel~· arc available. While Sierra may not succeed 
in renc90tiatin~ its Wesreco contract or in selling 15fo to third 
parties, we expect Sierra to vigorously explore these alternatives 
to burning lsfo if natural gas remains less expensive than Sierra'S 
reSidual oil ru.x. At the next annual reasonableness review, Sierra 

should demonstrate its efforts in this area. 
Apart from the Wcsraco contract, staff questioned Sierra's 

policy of limiting purchased power to 60% of its system load. 'the 
staff again asserted that Sierra failed to provide a detailed 
analysis showing why the 60% limit is ;"ppropriate. In response, 
Sierra provided as a late-filed exhibit an ~nalysis by its con-
sultant, Stone & Webster, justifyin9 the 60% limit~ In essence, 
tbe 60X l~~t is based on the vulnerability of Sierra's system to 
transnd.ssion line loss. Since the st~f£ did not comment on the 
merits 0: this exhibit in its brief, we assume th.:lt the Stone & 

webster Oln.:llysis ~dequ.:ltely addressed the staff's concerns. We 

would like a more thorough analysis on this point in Sierra's 

next annual review proceeding. 
B. h.,ER - "Forecast of E1"lergy Mix 

The AE~ is based upon Sierra's fuel and purchased power 
costs plus the carrying costs of fuel oil in. inventory for the 
forecast period .February 1982 through January 1983. The AER is 
derived by adding 2% of the fuel and purchased power costs to the 

carrying costs of fuel oil in inventory and then dividing the sum 
by forecasted ~les. Sierra and the st<:l.ff aQree on thecarryinQ' 
costs of fuel oil in inventory for the forecast period but dis
agree on the availability of economy energy purchases, the appro
priate capacity factor for Sierra's Va.lmy coal plant, and the 

~ natural gas burn in the forecast period. 
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1. 'Economy Energy 
Sierra did not include any economy energy purchases in 

its forecast because in its opinion such purchases are difficult 
to predict. Tbe staff aqreed that economy purchases are hard to 

I 

predict but included 75x of the economy power purchased by 
Sierra in the twelve months ended January 31, 19S2 in its fore
cast. The staff observes that Sierra's. ability to purchase economy 
power is enhanced by the completion of a 34S kV intertie with 
Idaho Power Company (IPC) in mid-1980. Durinc; the twelve-month 
period endinq september 1981,. Sierra purchased more than 
10% of its total output from Utah Power and Light and 
IPC. 

We are convinced that economy enerqy purchases should 
be included in the forecast period. AlthouC;h the staff lowered 
its estimate to 7SX of Sierra's recorded level of economy purchases, 
we ~ll include lOOx of the recorded level in the forecast period. 
Recognition of the entire recorded amount is reasonable as Sierra 
bas the same capability to buy economy power as well as a priority 
on surplus power from IPC's share of the Valmy plant. Our inclusion 
of economy energy purchases in the AER calculation here is conSistent 
with our treatment of economy energy purchases for Southern California 
Edison Company and San Dieqo Gas & Electric Company. 

2. capacity Iactor 
Sierra predicts an SOx capacity factor at its coal-fired 

qeneration facility in Valmy, Nevada. '!'be staff used a 66~ 
capacity factor after reviewing performance standards in a 
California Enerqy Commission staff paper on coal power plants 

in california. 
Sierra correctly points out that the study relied upon 

by tbe staff analyzes california power plants which operate under 
more strinqent air quality regulations. In addition, S1"erra's 
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witness testified that since the Va~ facility is the company's 
lowest cost firm source ... the plant will be base load and will be 

operatea at full c~paeity. as much as possible.. A base load 
plant like Valmy is expected to achieve a hi<Jher capacity factor 
than a peakinq coal plant whose output may be intentionally cur

tailed. 
We agree that the staff's reduction of the Valmy plant'S 

capacity factor is based on circumstances not directly applicable 
to the Valmy plant. Accordin;ly; we 'Will adopt Sierra's. fi9'Ure to
calculate the AER as well as the ECAC rate. 

3.. lSatural Gas Burn 
Sierra gets its natural gas from the Southwest Gas 

Corporation (SWG). SWGbas indicated. tbat supplies for the fore
cast period will be the same as supplies tendered durinq the 
record perioQ; or approximately 29 million Mcf. During the record 
period .. Sierra accepted 60¥ of the available natural gas. However .. 
Sierra predicts that it will burn 30~ less than the recorded amount 
during the forecast period .. 

The staff assumed a natural qas. burn similar to, the 
record period, adj.usted to reflect additonal coal qeneration and 
economy enerqy purchases. The staff contends that its forecast 
yields the "least-cost enerqy mix consistent with best management 
of resources" and. qives Sierra an incentive to reduce its use of 
lsfo. We agree with the staff on this matter and will adopt its 
predicted natural gas burn, adjusted for coal generation using Sierra'S 
capaci ty factor.. as discussed earlier. Sierra has not persuaded. us 
that it cannot alter or lower its 15£0 purchases from. Wesreco· .. and 
we find that an AER incentive to reduce its use of lsfo· is warranted. 

-8--
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To summarize, we will calculate an AER using 100~ of 
Sierra's recorded economy enerqy purchases for the year ended 
January 31, 1982,. Sierra's capacity factor of approximately 
80X for its Valmy coal plant,. and the staff's natural gas burn, 
adjusted for Sierra's predicted coal generation and itsreeorded 
economy energy purchases. The components of the AER calculation 
are set forth on Table 1. 

Table 1 

Annual Energy hte (bERl. 

Coal $ 14, 590, 11S· 
Residual oil 2,.499,.441 
Natural qas. S9 ,.465-,397" 
Diesel oil 38,.49'4 
Purchased power 80 , 9}7,'080 

Total fuel and purchased 
power costs $ 15-7, S30, 5-27 

2x portion recoverable in AER $ 3,lSO,610 
.0083 franchise & uncollectibles 

factor 26,lSO 
Fuel oil inventory carrying 

charges 1,277,183-

Total revenue requirement $ 4, 4S3., 9'43 

Total system sales (mWh) 3, 745., S12' 
AER in mills per kWh 1 ... 19· 
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C. ECAC Rate 

The ECAC rate is based on 98% of Sierra's fuel and 
purchased power costs forecast for the period February through 
May 1982. As with the AL~ the only issue concerned the appro
priate energy mix for the forcc.:l.st period. Our calculation 
of the ECAC rate will conform to the assumptions used to derive 
the AER, i.e. economy energy, coal generation, natural gas 'burn. 
The derivation of the ECAC average rate is shown on Table 2. 

Table 2 

~erqv cQst Adiustment Clause tEC~Cl 

For a Forecast Period of Fc'bruary May 1982 

!ota1 fuel and purch~sed power costs 
98~ portion recoverable in ECAC 
Sales for forecast period (mWh) 

$ 45.433,602 
44,524,929 
1,229,152 

Fuel and purchased power rate in mills 
per k""h 

Balancing rate in mills per kWh 

Total adjustment rate in mills per kWh 

.0083 franchise & uncollectibles factor 
ECAC rate in mills per kWh 

36.22 
1.00 

37.22 
.31 

37.5-3· 

Sierra and staff a9reed that a balancing rate of 1.00 m/kWh 

is appropriate to o.mortize the 'Undercollection. of $155,.443 over a 

fou:::-month period. In addition .. we will adopt the s·taff auditor" s 
recommendation that the balance in the Tax Cost Adjustment Clause 
account shall be transferred to the ECAC account. Although this 
transfer could alter the balancing rate, we will not adj.ust the 
calc:u.latcd 1.00 m/k'!t.'h rate at this time 0.5 th~ amount iz- de minim.is • 
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Zindi~qs of Fact 
1. By A.6l1l9 Sierra requests authority to· decrease 

its ECAC billing factor to 40.87 m/kWh and its AER to- 1.25. m/kWh. 
2. Sierra's annual reasonableness report was not timely 

filed and the late-filed report lacked sufficient information 
for thorough staff review. 

3. Sierra changed si9nificant portions of its reasonable-

ness report during bearing_ 
4. During the record period average gas costs were lower 

than average oil costs. 
5. Sierra has not adequately explored alternatives to 

burning lsfo purchased from Wesreco under a take-or-pay contract. 
6. Sierra has been able to· purchase significant quantities 

of economy enerqy in the past and may continue to do so in tbe 

forecast period. 
7. Inclusion of economy energy in the forecast period 

at Sierra's recorded level is reasonable since Sierra bas the 
same capability and opportunity to purchase surplus power that 

it had in the' record period. 
S. Sierra's coal plant at Valmy, Nevada, is a base 

load plant and sbould achieve the capacity factor predicted by 

Sierra. 
9. SWG, Sierra's primary natural gas-supplier, expects 

to offer similar quantities of natural gas to Sierra during the 
forecast peri~~ that it bas supplied in the recent past~ therefore, 
use of Sierrats recorded natural gas burn is reasonable for the 

forecast period. 
10... The ECAC and AER calculations shown on 'Tables land 

2 ineo~rate our above-mentioned findings and should be adopted. 

11. Since it is well past the ECAC tariff revision date 
of February 1, this order sbould become effect~~~ today. 

'/ 
:.: -::~7::;;::;::' 
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Conclusions of Law 

~\, 
" >"'.' 

" I 

.. 

1. The decreases in rates and charges authorized by this 
order are justified and reasonable. 

2. Sierra should be authorized' to change its rates as 
set forth in the following order. 

ORDER. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. On or after the effective date of this order Sierra 

Pacific Power Company (Sierra) is authorized to file with this 
Commission, in conformance with the provi$ions of General Order 
96-A, revised tariff schedules reflecting the following charges.: 

a. Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) fuel and 
purchased power rate of $.036S3/kWh and 
balancing rate of $ •. Q01/kWh. 

b. Annual Energy Rate of $.OOl19/kWh. 
c. Transfer of the balance in the Tax Cost 

Adjustment Clause to the ECAC account • 
The revenue decreases shall be spread among the customer classes 
as set forth in Appendix A. The revised tariff schedules shall 
be effective not less than S days after filing • 
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2. At the next' annual reasonableness review~ Sierra shall 

demonstrate its efforts to, reduce its oil burn when less expensive 
natural g,as is available to it. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated MAY 41982, at San Francisco., 

California. 

JOHN E. BRYSON 
:?:'~ ... id::~t 

R!CH:\!.U) D eRA VELLE 
LEONARD ~1. CRL\1ES~ JlL 
VIC1."Oa CALVO· 
PRlSCIU.A C· CREW 

C¢mmi.';,sioncr:s. . 
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Residential 

Nonresidential 

APPENDIX A!/ 

ECAC Rates em/kWh) 

os Lifeline 
01 & om-I Lifeline 

lS.SS. 
17.28: 

In excess of Lifeline 47.71 
In excess of 5-,000 kWh 65.00 

1/ The rate design aaopted in this decision 
conforms with the guidelines specified in 
Sierra's last general rate ease, 0.9-3),71, 
issuea November 13-, 1981. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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witnes$~ Wilbur Montgomery, revised significant portions. of tbe 
. 1/ 

report during hearinq- and thereby attempted to discredit staff 
analysis based upon the report. Apparently, even Sierra realized 
there were substantial gaps and inconsistencies· in its presentation 
and tried to shore up its reasonableness report with lengthy redirect. 
(See Transcript, pp. 47-95.) 

As the applicant in this proceeding,. Sierra bears the 

burden of proof and must $ubmi.t? a complete and persuasive showing 
~ l_a"f\ •• t~.JJ 

to the Commission. ~edlesE to:t='ey Sierra's· prepared showing and 
testimony at bearing were lacking. Its spotty presentation 'hampered 
staff review of the application, delayed the processing of the appli
cation beyond the revision date, and leaves the COmmission without 
the clear and full analysis asked for in 0.933:74. 

Y> / As ~:cesu--1f' we are incU·cecr-€o interpret. ~eVlden~ 
d testimony offere.d in tj)i~oceeding~r leas~orable 
// ~ 

to- Sierra. 
The main controversy between Sierra and the staff co~cerned 

Sierra's take-or-pay contract with the Western Refining Co-. (Wesreco-) 
2' to purchase 60,000 barrels of low-sulfur fuel oil (lsfo·) each month_~ 

11 Witness Montgomery revised the report's totals of energy output 
qenerated by oil and natural gas in the review period~ changed 
the report's record of requests toWesreco· to, sell oil~ and 
adjusted ~he boiler efficiency differential~tween natural 
gas and 03.1. (Transcript,. pp. 4-S~ 36-39, 99 ... 100.) 

Sierra bas a five-year take-or-pay contract wi~ Wesreco-
which terminates in May 198:4. Sierra has an op'tion under 
the contract to request Wesreco to seek other purchasers 
of the lsfo which otherwise would be delivered to-\sierra. 
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The issue focuses on whether Sierra could have burned less oil 
during the record period when average gas prices were lower 

than avera;e oil prices. Under the Wesreco contract Sierra 
bad contracted for 720,000 barrels of 15fo during the record period. 

Of this amount,. Sierra requested that 570,000 barrels be sold to 
others because its sto~aqe capa~ity was already full. Wesrecowas 

able to sell 413,8:12 barrels, and delivered the rest to Sierra 
pursuant to the contract. Staff questions why Sierra did not 
request that the entire contracted-for amount ~~"sold to 
others when cheaper natural gas was available. 

Sierra asserts that the Wesreco contract proVided a 

reliable source of lsfo during the record period wbichwas 

necessary because of Sierra's limited oil storag'e capacity. 
Tbe staff contends that Sierra should have reneqotiated the 
Wesreco contract since cheaper natural gas was available t~ 
Sierra throughout the record period·. The cost of using· gas during' 

the record period was less than the cost of the residual oil mix 

Sierra burns even though natural gas does not have the same tur-
bine combustion efficiency that Sierra obtains from burning oil. 

Nonetheless, Sierra continued to burn oil because Wesreco occasionally 

was unable to sell the oil to third parties, and Sierra lacked 

sufficient storage capacity to hold tbe oil. Sierra never attempted 
to. reneqotiate the Wesreco contract or to sell or exchange oil by 

itself. 
The staff maintains that Sierra should ve renegotiated 

the Wesreco· contract to reduce the-monthly take or to include an 

underlift provision. Alternatively, the staff cont nds Sierra 
could have tried to sell or exchange the lsfo itself rather than 
relying solely upon Wesreco to sell the oil. 

However, the staff also determined that if 51 

burned natural qas rather than oil dur1nq the record pe \Od,. 
the potential savings would have been offset by the cost of d±spos1nq 

\ 
of the excess oil. (The staff assumed a disposal cost to erra of 
$3.14 a barrel.) Thus, while the staff criticizes Sierra's 
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procurement strategy, it does not recommend any dollar ,adjustment 
to the balanciD9 account;iQ~ QnneceSsary fuel costs ine~~~ed h¥-

--Soi-NzC 
We agree with our staff that Sierra has Dot undertaken 

wbat appear to be reasonable steps to, reduce its oil obligations 
wben cbeaper fuels are available ... While Sierra may not'succeed 
in renegotiating its Wesrec~ contract or in selling lsfo to,third 
parties, we expect Sierra to vigorously explore these alternatives 

to burning lsfo, if natural gas remains less, expensive th~ Sierra's 
residual oil mix. At the next annual reasonableness review, Sierra 
should demonstrate its efforts in this area. 

Apart from the Wesreco contract, staff questioned Sierra's 
policy of limiting purchased, power to 60~ of its system load. The 
staff again asserted that Sierra failed to provide a detailed 
analysis showinq why the 60% limit is appropriate.. In response, 
Sierra provided as a late-filed exhibit an analysis by its con
sultant, Stone & Webster, justifying the 60~ limit. In essence, 
the 60~ limit is based on the vulnerability of Sierra's system to' 
transmission line loss. Since the staff did not comment on the 
merits of this exhibit in its brief, we assume that the Stone & 

Webster analysis adequately addressed the staff,S concerns. We 
would like a more thorough analysis on this poin in Sierra·s 

next annual review proceeding. 
B. AER - Forec§st of Energy Mix 

Tbe AER is based upon Sierra's fuel and pu based power 

costs plus the carryin9 costs of fuel oil in invento for tbe 
forecast period February 1982 througb January 1981. be Am is 
derived by adding 2X of the fuel and. purchased power costs to the 
car~no costs of fuel oil in inventory and then diVid~9 the sum 
by forecasted sales.. Sierra and the staff agree on tbe\:arry1n9 
costs of fuel oil in inventory for the forecast period but dis
a9ree on the availability of economy energy purcbases~ the appro-

::~:;:lC:::C~f~~ef::r:::::a~r:~ coal plant, and· t~ 
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c. ECAC Rate 

Tbe ECAC rate is based on 98~ of Sierra's fuel and 

purchased power costs forecast for the period February through 

May 1982. As with the AER the only issue concerned· the appro

priate enerw mix for the forecas·t period.. OUr calculation 
of the ECAC rate will conform to· the assumptions used to derive 

the AER, i.e. economy enerqy, coal Qeneration,. natural Qas burn. 

The derivation of the ECAC average rate is shown on Table 2 • 

. Table 2 

Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (EeAC) 

For a Forecast Period of February - May 1982' 

Total fuel and purchased power costs 

9SX portion recoverable in ECAC 

Sales for foreeast period (mWh) 

Fuel and purchased power rate in mills 
per kWh 

Balancing rate in mills per kWh 

$- 4S,433.,602' 

44,$24,929 

1,229,152' 

36.22 

1.00 

Total adjustment rate in mills per kWh 37.2'2; 

.0083 franchise & uncollectibles factor .31 , 
ECAC rate in mills per kWh 37.SJ. 

Sierra and staff aQreed tbat a ba1ancinQ rate \f 1.00 m/kWh 

is appropriate to amortize the undercollection of $lSS·, 4~ over a 
four-month period. In addition, we will adopt the staff auditor's 

recommendation that the balance in the Tax Cost Adjustmen Clause 

account shall be transferred to the ECAC account. Althou9~hiS 
transfer could alter the balancino ra.te, we will not adjust: t.he f 

• ,...."...,... A ~ _-I-
calculat.ed 1.00 m/lCW'h rate at this time:. «..<::) ~. ~Vl""'" IP 

~, . 
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